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1 Overview of Irish Activities in ESA
2019 was a significant year in Ireland’s involvement in space with
the launch of the National Space Strategy for Enterprise, increased
investment in space announced at the ESA Ministerial Council in
November (Space19+), and continued growth in space-related
developments by Irish companies.
Launch of the National Space Strategy for Enterprise
The Government’s vision for the space-active enterprise sector is
for Ireland to develop “an economically sustainable and expanding
space-active industry, delivering quality jobs for the economy of
tomorrow”.
To achieve this vision, the National Space Strategy for Enterprise
2019-2025 is built on five strategic pillars including Investment,
Strengths and Opportunities, Governance, Talent, and International
Engagement. The national strategy focuses on harnessing new
opportunities within the evolving international space sector,
supporting the development of a highly skilled and adaptable
workforce, encouraging awareness of space among the public and
private sector, and developing and maintaining a strategic business
environment.
ESA-Supported Activities in Ireland in 2019
Space development activities in Ireland in 2019 were predominantly supported by ESA, placing a
total of €15.7M in contracts in Ireland, of which €14.4M was placed with Irish industry. The ESA R&D
investment leveraged an additional €3.5M in company R&D co funding, bringing the total ESA supported
investment in industry R&D in Ireland to over €17M.

Figure 1: (L) ESA contracts from 2011-2019 and (R) breakdown of 2019 contracts by agency.

The rolling average value of ESA contracts placed over the 3-year period 2017-2019 is €16.8M, of
which €15.37M was placed with Irish industry.
Of the 32 companies in Ireland awarded ESA contracts in 2019, 5 were first time contractors. This
brings the total number of ESA ongoing supported companies in Ireland to 70.
Examples of the industrial activities supported by ESA in 2019 include:


Réaltra Space Systems Engineering, a division of Realtime Technologies Ltd. secured an ESAfunded contract exceeding €1.0M from ArianeGroup to design, develop and deliver the
Independent Video Kit (VIKI) that will provide the on-board live video stream from Ariane 6,
Europe’s new heavy-lift launch vehicle. Réaltra was also awarded a contract by ESA under
contract to OHB to develop the Payload Interface Unit for the ESA PLATO mission spacecraft.



Dublin-based start-up company Ubotica secured ESA support to qualify the Intel-Movidius
image processing chip (Myriad), to demonstrate how Artificial Intelligence (AI) can improve the
efficiency of sending data back to Earth from an orbiting Earth Observation satellite. Dubbed ɸSat, or PhiSat, this revolutionary AI technology will fly on one of the two CubeSats that make up
the FSSCat mission.



mBryonics, a Galway-based start-up, was awarded a contract under ESA’s “InCubed”
programme to develop a system for high-capacity ground to satellite data communications using
advanced optical technologies.



Adesto Technologies secured a major development contract with ESA to develop technologies
for next-generation mobile satellite communications. The initiative is focused on technology for
the Ku and Ka frequency bands, which provide higher bandwidth communications for
applications such as commercial aviation broadband, satellite mobile broadband, and residential
broadband enabled by full digital beamforming.

2 Irish Activities Supported by ESA in 2019
2.1 Industrial Activities
Irish industry, with ESA support, continued to develop highly innovative technologies for European
space programmes including space transportation, human spaceflight, Earth observation, satellite
communications, satellite navigation and space science. Irish companies were active across a diverse
range of technologies and in a number of key segments of the space supply chain, with particular growth
in the “downstream” related developments. In line with the National Space Strategy for Enterprise,
these activities are increasingly focussed on commercial space opportunities in the “NewSpace” market,
as well as addressing opportunities to transfer technologies into non-space markets.
A major event was hosted by Enterprise Ireland in October to introduce emerging Irish technology
companies and a number of European Large Space System Integrators, with over 70 B2B meetings taking
place resulting in a number of follow-on development collaborations being identified.
ESA supported activities Irish industry in the course of 2019 include the following:

Satellite Communications and Applications


Adesto Technologies: Advanced configurable Ka and Ku Band chipset IP for User Terminals for
Future Satellite and 5G Communications”



DroneSAR in partnership with iGeotec: demonstration the use of combined Drone and Sentinel
2 satellite data, combined with machine learning technologies for Urban Disaster Risk
Management.



ST Engineering iDirect (Ireland): Studies on the Integration of satellite into 5G networks
focusing on Geostationary and non-Geostationary satellite constellations.



Fijowave: Development of a user terminal for satellite IoT.



The Convex Lens: use of satellite and blockchain technology for supporting fire safety testing
and reporting for buildings.



Woodco: Use of satellite and AI technology for sanitation & renewable energy applications.



Zelinda: Development of satellite transponders and ground-station ranging equipment, modems
and LDPC codecs.

Figure 2: (L-R) Mr John Halligan TD, Dermot Barry (VP, Adesto), Barry Fanning (IDA Ireland), Tony McDonald (EI), Ciara Bartley
(DBEI) at the announcement of Adesto Technologies’ ESA contract.

Earth Observation


mBryonics: Development of a multi-terabit bi-directional feeder link optical antenna
with atmospheric pre-correction for satellite communications at sea-level locations.



Skytek: To provide advanced analytics and real-time information in the area of valuation
of goods both within vessels docked and dockside.



The Icon Group: Development of a suite of Earth Observation based applications to
support Environmental Risk Management within the Danube catchment.



Techworks Marine: CoastEO will provide a seamless data collection method and
information platform which facilitates easy access to in-situ coastal water
measurements.

Figure 3: A 35-participant-strong delegation, led by Minister Halligan, participate in a market study visit to ESA Earth
Observation facilities (ESRIN) In September 2019

Space Transportation


Curtiss Wright: Additional functionality in telemetry systems for Europe’s Vega C launch vehicle.



Innalabs: Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) for the commercial microlaunchers market.



Nammo: Use of additive manufacturing technologies for structural components for space.



Microsemi: Power control modules for Thrust Vector Control (TVC) actuators on launch vehicles
and aircraft.



Réaltra Space Systems Engineering: Video telemetry system for Ariane 6, Europe’s workhorse
launch vehicle and other commercial launch vehicle.

Advanced Space Technologies and Systems (GSTP)


OCE: Space-qualified operating system for satellite control systems.

Figure 4: The latest five satellites launched in September 2019 with OCE technology on-board.



Radisens Diagnostics: Point-of-care diagnostics to measure blood iron levels in astronauts.



Réaltra Space Systems Engineering: AI applications for on-board satellite and launcher avionics.



Ubotica: Characterisation of Intel-Movidius AI Vision Processing chip and the
development of flight software for its use in space.



Pilot Photonics: Optical Comb Lasers for High Frequency Metrology Applications.

Figure 5: Pilots Photonics’ optical frequency comb technology.

Space Science


ATG Europe and ÉireComposites: development of composite grid-stiffened lattice technology
for spacecraft central tube structures.



Captec: Software validation for the Implementation phase of the ESA Solar Orbiter and Bepi
Colombo missions.



Enbio: continuation of work on heat shield for Solar Orbiter spacecraft, which was due to be
launched in February 2020.



Réaltra Space Systems Engineering: awarded €3.4m contract by German space company OHB
System AG to develop a payload interface unit for ESA’s PLATO mission.

Figure 6: Danny Gleeson, Paddy White and Diarmuid Corry (Réaltra), Tom Kelly (EI), Minister John Halligan, Luca Del Monte
(ESA) and Charlotte Mathieu (ESA) at the announcement of the PLATO contract for Réaltra Space Systems Engineering.

Visit by NASA Chief Scientist
In 2019 Enterprise Ireland hosted a visit by a team of NASA experts led by Chief Scientist Douglas
Terrier.
The NASA team met with a number of Irish companies active in developing advanced technologies
for space systems, with the high level of technology innovation by Irish companies being particularly
noted by the NASA team.

Figure 7: (L-R) Tom Kelly (EI), Douglas Terrier (Chief Scientist, NASA), Megan Reid (EI) and Conor Sheehan (EI).

2.2 Space Research and Education
In addition to the industrial activities supported by ESA in Ireland, Irelands research community
continued its involvement in space-related research as well as in the innovative use of satellite data
across a range of applications. Projects supported by ESA in the course of 2019 include:
1. University College Dublin: Continued development of the EIRSAT-1 satellite, Ireland’s first satellite
which will detect gamma ray bursts, as well as demonstrate innovative detection and thermal
coating technologies developed by Irish companies SensL and Enbio.
2. NUI Galway: Study of the Fine Structure of Laser Radiation in the Far Field, with applications in
space optics.
3. Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies: Design and testing of dichroic filters for ESA’s exoplanet
mission, ARIEL.
4. University College Dublin: Development of bulk metallic glass materials for use in space
mechanisms (with RMPI as industry partner).
5. University College Cork: Investigation of Baltic Sea level dynamics.
6. Geological Survey of Ireland: Use of satellite data for coastal monitoring.

2.3 ESA Business Incubation Centre
The joint ESA-EI Space Business Incubation Centre in Ireland had another good year, with a
cumulative 20 spin-out companies having been approved for participation with activities spread across
the partners – Tyndall National Institute, Maynooth University, Athlone Institute of Technology and
MaREI.

3 European Space Education Resource Office (ESERO)

Over 2,800 primary and secondary teachers participated in ESERO Ireland professional learning
experiences in 2019, managed by Science Foundation Ireland (SFI). These were run in partnership with
projects and organisations such as the SFI Discover Primary Science & Maths programme, Blackrock
Castle Observatory, I-LOFAR, Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland and Junior Cycle for Teachers.

Space Week 2019 had a reach of over 79,000 people with a
mix of school and public events. It was funded through the SFI
Discover Programme and managed by Blackrock Castle
Observatory

Over 1,100 Transition Year students attended Space Career
Roadshows during Engineers Week (Athlone Institute of
Technology), Space Week (University of Limerick) and Science Week
(National University of Ireland, Galway). Space industry
professionals shared their STEM education and careers. Speakers
included representatives from Irish space industry, European
Astronaut Centre
“50 Years: To the Moon and Back”, an RTÉ Television live broadcast in association with SFI and
ESERO Ireland was televised from Blackrock Castle Observatory to celebrate the Apollo 11 50th
anniversary.

4 ESA Ministerial Council (Space19+)
Ireland was represented at the ESA Ministerial Council (Space19+) by a delegation led by Minister
John Halligan, T.D. and representatives from DBEI and EI.

Figure 8: The Irish delegation at Space19+ (L-R) Emma Brady (DBEI), Conor Sheehan (EI), Sarah Henry (DBEI), Minister John
Halligan, Ciara Bartley (DBEI), Tony McDonald (EI) and Bryan Rodgers (EI).

A total of €14.4B was committed by ESA member states to future ESA programmes as follows:

Ireland committed a total of €108M over the next 5 years to ESA programmes, of which €81M is
new commitments. The Irish commitments include the following ESA programmes: space
transportation, satellite communications, Earth observation, advanced space technologies, satellite
navigation, and space science.

Figure 9: Breakdown of Irish subscriptions to ESA programmes announces at Space19+.

The investment priorities were guided by the National Space Strategy for Enterprise with a strong
emphasis on expanding Irish industrial involvement in commercial space activities, maximising industrial
co-investment in R&D, positioning Irish companies in industrial supply chains and for future EU space
programme procurements.

5 EU Space Activities
A comprehensive Common Understanding on the 2018 space regulation was reached between the
Presidency and the Parliament in February 2019. A specific article Actions in support of an innovative
Union space sector, proposed by Ireland, was retained in the agreed text of the Common Understanding.
The additional text recognises that space industries in Member States are at differing levels of maturity
and commits to supporting industry in Member States with an emerging space capability, providing
equal access to the space programme for all.
Two Competitiveness Councils in the Space format were held in 2019, during which Ministers
discussed a range of space issues including strengthening Europe's role as a global actor, global space
governance and fostering a sustainable space economy. Council Conclusions were adopted by Ministers
on ‘Space as an enabler’ and ‘Space solutions for a sustainable Artic’.
The first ESA-EU Space Council in eight years was held in May 2019, with another planned for
November 2020 under the German Presidency.

